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Response to ‘‘Comment on ‘Charging of dust grains in a plasma with
negative ions’ ’’ †Phys. Plasmas 10, 4185 „2003…‡
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The Comment by Islam and Nakashima has been critically evaluated. The basis@viz. Eqs.~5! and
~7!# of their comments is found to be incorrect and inconsistent from both mathematical and
physical points of view. The work of Mamun and Shukla remains intact. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1607323#
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Barkanet al.1 investigated the charging of dust grains
a plasma containing Maxwellian electrons and ions. Th
theoretically calculated the dust grain surface potential
considering the electron and ion collection currents and
assuming zero net current on a dust grain surface. They
conducted a laboratory experiment1 and verified their theo-
retical results. Recently, we2 considered a dusty plasma co
taining electrons, ions, and negative ions. We conside
Maxwellian electrons and ions for the electron and ion c
rents (I e and I i). We considered two types of negative io
distributions, namely, Maxwellian and shifted Maxwellia
and approximated corresponding negative ion currents (I n).
Using the method of Barkanet al.1 we investigated the ef
fects of Maxwellian and streaming ions on the charging
dust grains. First, we showed how our analytical results
nn50 ~wherenn is the negative ion number density! are in
excellent agreement with the measurements of Barkanet al.1

Then, we studied the role of the negative ions withv0@v tn

andv0!v tn @wherev0 (v tn) is the streaming~thermal! speed
of negative ions# on the dust grain surface potential or th
dust grain charge. Islam and Nakashima3 have written com-
ments on this work.2 Their Comment consists of two part
In the first part@Eqs.~1!–~6!#, they have tried to derive Eq
~1! of Ref. 2 by using an incorrect mathematical mod
which is obvious from Eq.~5! of Ref. 3. In the second par
@Eqs. ~7! and ~8!#, they have tried to generalize Eq.~3! of
Ref. 2 by using an incorrect and inconsistent mathemat
model which is obvious from Eqs.~5! and ~7! of Ref. 3.
Equations~5! and ~7! of Islam and Nakashima,3 which are
the basis of their comments, clearly reflect their misund
standing on dust charging currents as well as on the rol
negative ion streaming on dust charging currents. Theref
our reply is mainly concerned with the source of th
misunderstanding3 on mathematical analysis and physic
mechanism of the dust charging currents studied in Ref.

We first consider the first part@Eqs. ~1!–~6!# of Islam
and Nakashima,3 where they have tried to derive Eq.~1! of
Ref. 2 by using an incorrect plasma particle velocity dis
bution @Eq. ~5! of Ref. 3#. The derivation of Eq.~1! of Ref. 2
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are elegantly presented not only in some classic papers,4 but
also in textbooks~e.g., Shukla and Mamun,5 Verheest,6 etc.!.
However, to show how Eq.~5! of Islam and Nakashima3 is
incorrect, let us correctly derive Eq.~1! of Ref. 2. We con-
sider a plane cloud of dust embedded in plasma. The pla
penetrates the cloud from both sides. We consider cloud
low optical thickness and neglect absorption of plasma p
ticles. The interior plasma velocity distribution at a clou
potentialfc is

f j~v,u!5nj 0S mj

2pkBTj
D 3/2

expS 2
mjv

2

2kBTj
2

qjfc

kBTj
D , ~1!

wherev is the velocity of a plasma particle within the clou
u is the angle between the normal to the cloud plane and
velocity vector,nj 0 , mj , Tj , andqj are the number density
mass, temperature, and charge of the plasma particle sp
j , respectively, andkB is the Boltzmann constant. We not
that j 5e andqe52e for the electron species, andj 5 i and
qi5Zie for the ion species. The interior plasma density
particle speciesj is

nj52pE
vmin

vmaxE
umin

umax
f j~v,u!v2 sinududv, ~2!

and the current to a dust particle due to the collisions wit
particle of the speciesj is

I j52pqjE
vmin

vmaxE
umin

umax
s j~v ! f j~v,u!v3 sinududv, ~3!

wheres j (v) is the effective cross section for collision of
particle of speciesj with a dust particle, and is given by

s j~v !5pr d
2S 12

2qjfd

mjv
2 D , ~4!

wherer d is the dust grain radius andfd is dust grain surface
potential relative to the cloud potentialfc . The integration
limits of ~2! and ~3! depend on whether particles are acc
erated into the cloud (qjfc,0) or decelerated as the
enter the cloud (qjfc.0). For qjfc,0 the integration
limits are vmin5(22qjfc /mj)

1/2, vmax5`, umin50, umax

5cos21(vmin /v). We havevmax5(22qjfc /mj)
1/2 if qjfd,0,

andvmax5max@vmin ,(2qjfd /mj)
1/2# if qjfd.0. On the other

hand, for qjfc.0 the integration limits arevmin50, vmax
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5`, umin50, umax5p/2. We havevmax50 if qjfd,0 and
vmax5(2qjfd /mj)

1/2 if qjfd.0. The reason for the abov
limits is clearly explained by Havneset al.:4 At a repelling
field (qjfc.0) the plasma particlesj inside the cloud will
have all velocities from 0 tò and all angles from 0 top/2.
The only restriction in this case may be in the integration
~3! if qjfd.0, in which case the only particles, which a
energetic enough to overcome the potential of the dust gr
contribute to the current. At an attracting field (qjfc,0)
particles are accelerated into the cloud. Since the only
ticles with an outside velocity directed toward the cloud w
enter, the outside velocity distribution will have its lowe
velocity corresponding to an energymjv

2/252qjfc . At
a given interior velocityv, there will also be a maximum
angleumax.

The interior number density and current to the dust d
to the different species in the plasma streaming in from
side to the cloud are given by~2! and ~3!. The plasma from
the other side of the cloud gives the same contribution tonj

andI j , and the total interior densities and currents are, the
fore, twice those of~2! and ~3!. This leads to a total plasm
number densitynj ,4

nj5nj 0 exp~2qjfc/kBTj !@12erf~2qjfc/kBTj !
1/2#

~5!

for qjfc<0, and

nj5nj 0 exp~2qjfc/kBTj ! ~6!

for qjfc>0. The corresponding currentsI j for qjfc,0
become4

I j54pr d
2qj S kBTj

2pmj
D 1/2

nj 0 expS 2
qjfc

kBTj
D H F11G0

2

2
qjfd

kBTj
2S 2

qjfc

kBTj
D 1/2

G0Gexp~2G0
2!2

Ap

2

S 2
qjfc

kBTj
D 1/2S 122

qjfd

kBTj
D @12erf~G0!#J , ~7!

where G05(2qjfc /kBTj )
1/2 for qjfd,0 and G0

5max@(2qjfc /kBTj)
1/2,(qjfd /kBTj )

1/2# for qjfd.0. On the
other hand, forqjfc.0 the corresponding currentsI j be-
come

I j54pr d
2qj S kBTj

2pmj
D 1/2

nj 0 expS 2
qjfc

kBTj
DexpS 2

qjfd

kBTj
D
~8!

for qjfd>0, and

I j54pr d
2qj S kBTj

2pmj
D 1/2

nj 0 expS 2
qjfc

kBTj
D S 12

qjfd

kBTj
D ~9!

for qjfd<0. We note that in deriving~7!–~9! we have as-
sumed all sticking coefficients for the particle–dust co
sions to be unity.

We now assume that the interior plasma is fully therm
ized with temperature identical to that of the outside plasm
The integration limits then become 0 top/2 and 0 to`.
These allow us to write the expressions fornj and I j as
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nj5nj 0 exp~2qjfc/kBTj !, ~10!

I j54pr d
2qj~kBTj /2pmj !

1/2nj exp~2qjfd/kBTj ! ~11!

for qjfd>0, and

I j54pr d
2qj~kBTj /2pmj !

1/2nj~12qjfd/kBTj ! ~12!

for qjfd<0. We note that in~11! and ~12! nj is given
by ~10!.

Now, with j 5e and qe52e for the electron species
and j 5 i andqi5Zie for the ion species,~8! or ~11! and~9!
or ~12! reduce to Eqs.~1! and~2! of Ref. 2, respectively. The
comparison of~1! and~3! with Eqs.~5! and~4! of Islam and
Nakashima3 clearly reflects their misunderstanding of th
mathematics and physics of dust charging processes co
ered in Ref. 2. From this comparison it is also obvious h
naively they have considered the distribution of particles
their Eq. ~5! in order to obtain 4p and v3 in their Eq. ~4!
which is supposed to give the same form of Eq.~1! of Ref. 2.

We next consider the second part@Eqs.~5!, ~7!, and~8!#
of Islam and Nakashima,3 where they have tried to genera
ize Eq. ~3! of Ref. 2 by using an incorrect and inconsiste
mathematical model which is obvious from their Eqs.~5! and
~7!. We have already shown that Eq.~5! of Ref. 3 is not
correct. However, if Eq.~5! of Ref. 3 were correct for Max-
wellian distribution of particles, it would still be inconsisten
for streaming particles with streaming speed larger than th
mal speed. To obtain dust charging current with stream
charged particles one must use the shifted Maxwellian dis
bution of the form

f j~v,u!5nj 0S mj

2pkBTj
D 3/2

expF2
mj~v2v j 0!2

2kBTj
2

qjfc

kBTj
G .

~13!

Thus, following the same procedure as before, one can
tain the negative ion streaming currentI n , which for v0

@v tn reduces to Eq.~3! of Ref. 2. Without showing any
further mathematical steps it is easy to verify the correctn
of Eq. ~3! of Ref. 2 by comparing it with the experimentall
verified expression for the electron streaming current
Walch et al.7 We can easily show that if we replace mas
charge, and temperature of negative ions by those of e
trons, Eq.~3! of Ref. 2 reduces to the electron streami
current of Walchet al.7 We, of course, agree that Eq.~3! of
Ref. 2 is an approximate expression for the negative
streaming current, and it is valid as long asv0@v tn which is
explicitly mentioned in Ref. 2. On the other hand, since E
~5! of Ref. 3, which is the basis of the derivation of Eq
~8a!–~8c!, proved to be incorrect and inconsistent, Eq
~8a!–~8c! of Ref. 3 are incorrect and inconsistent.

To conclude, we have shown that results of Mamun a
Shukla2 are correct from both the mathematical and physi
points of view. The parameters~corresponding to low-
temperature laboratory discharges8! used by Mamun and
Shukla2 are also correct. We have explicitly proved that t
comments of Islam and Nakashima3 are incorrect and incon
sistent because of their incorrect and inconsistent equat
@viz. Eqs.~5! and~7!# which are the basis of their comment
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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